BE INSPIRED

Welcome
COLLECTIONS
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FABRICS WE LOVE
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Choose
your lining

Window dressings add the perfect finishing touch to
every room, especially when they’re made to measure
just for your windows. Our bespoke service allows you
to create your dream curtains, blinds, shutters and
accessories with expert help, making them completely
unique to you. All accessories are available to purchase
@dunelm.com or in one of our Dunelm stores nationwide.

SELECT FROM OUR
COLLECTION OF OVER
5 LININGS TO SUIT YOU

Front Cover:
Topalia Slate 6" pencil pleat single curtain
from £150
Dorma Abbotsford chair shown in Darbie Linen
£599.99

BLINDS
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How to order
in 3 easy steps
1. TAKE YOUR MEASUREMENTS
	Provide our in-store team with a set of
measurements for your new curtains, blinds,
shutters and accessories.

PERFECT FIT
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2. CREATE YOUR LOOK
	Our Made To Measure team in-store will guide
you through our wide range using samples and
inspirational design ideas.

3. PLACE YOUR ORDER IN-STORE
OR ONLINE @DUNELM.COM
	Your order will be sent to one of our UK
manufacturing centres where our experts will
make it to your exact specifications.

SHUTTERS
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Pick up our measuring guide in-store for more help
and advice. Alternatively, visit us @dunelm.com for
the latest videos, trends, helpful hints and tips.

Fitting Service
BUYING GUIDE
2
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Natural Luxury
Endearing patterns inspired by nature, with a
charming colourful combination of aubergine and
green bringing a touch of natural elegance to your
home. Finished off with a leading edge in grape and
paired with luxurious detailed accessories like pom
pom trims, you can create a sophisticated style that
will work perfectly in your home.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Jessie Aubergine 6" pencil pleat curtain with
leading edge in Kensington Grape
from £196
35mm Pole with ribbed ball finials in Dark Pearl
from £120
Cushions shown in Jessie Aubergine
and Kensington Grape.

We also offer an expert fitting service, where one of
our trained fitters will visit your home and fit your
order to your exact specifications. This service is
available from £50.

order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Fresh
Botanicals
This colourful leaf print will bring a breath of fresh
air to any room, combined with heavily textured
plain accessories from indigo to duck egg to add
depth and character. This look is perfect for creating
a contemporary style you can use throughout your
home.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Olea Indigo eyelet curtain
from £152
Rings shown in Antique Brass
Traditional waxed pole with glass ball finials
from £193
Wooden Pecan blind with bone tapes
from £155
Hampton large sofa shown in Arezzo Oatmeal
Hampton collection from £249.99
Cushions shown in Olea Indigo, Dovedale Ochre,
Savanna Cloud and Savanna Indigo

LOVE THIS STYLE BUT LOOKING
FOR DIFFERENT FABRICS?
Here’s an alternative collection for you...
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Dovedale Duck Egg
Savanna Cloud Blue
Olea Fern
Bowness Snow

order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Traditional
Luxury
Swags and tails finished in silk sateen and
coordinating patterns create a lustrous look
that will be the envy of all your friends. In
a sophisticated neutral colour palette, the
lightweight fabric creates a fabulous drape and
shimmer, perfect for that touch of luxury.

LOVE THIS STYLE BUT LOOKING
FOR DIFFERENT FABRICS?
Here’s an alternative collection for you...

FABRICS & DETAILING
Asha Shell curtains, 3 swags and 2 tails,
Rossana Silver Plain 2 swags
£2145
Walton large sofa shown in Gia Linen
Walton collection from £399.99
Cushions shown in Asha Shell,
Asha Aqua and Rossana Silver Plain
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4

Persia Gold
Keaton Dove
Otis Linen
Pietra Pearl

order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Rural
Retreat

LOVE THIS STYLE BUT LOOKING
FOR DIFFERENT FABRICS?
Here’s an alternative collection for you...

Keep it traditional with warm red tones,
mixing in checks and stripes with hints
of grey and cream to brighten up your
room. Botanical prints in bold reds and
grey against neutral backgrounds help
bring that outdoorsy feel inside while still
keeping a classic country feel.
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2
3
4

FABRICS & DETAILING
Westport Check eyelet curtain
from £180

1.
2.
3.
4.

Henley Flax
Savanna Heather
Otis Linen
Kalahari Stripe Heather

Rings shown in Gunmetal Brass
Traditional polished pole with ball finials
from £143
Savanna Rosso roman blind
from £109
Walton large sofa shown in Gia Linen
Walton collection from £399.99
Cushions shown in Waterford Stripe, Savanna Rosso,
Kellie Ditsy Red and Kellie Ditsy Charcoal
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order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Contemporary
Classic
Mix woven and printed botanical patterns in indigo
and blue shades for a contemporary twist on a palette
that is classically cool. Intricate embroidered detailing
combined with neutral textured fabric creates an
eclectic style that works perfectly in a bedroom.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Beatrix Cornflower eyelet curtain
from £180
Romantica Antique White pole with ball finials
from £75
Medway Dove roman blind
from £110
Headboard shown in Savanna Indigo.
Cushions shown in Serenity Ink,
Bowness Duck Egg and Beatrix Cornflower.

LOVE THIS STYLE BUT LOOKING
FOR DIFFERENT FABRICS?
Here’s an alternative collection for you...
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Medway Dove
Mabel Dove
Whinny Dove
Quill Champagne

order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Modern
Elegance

Cottage
Floral

A calming palette of champagne and
mineral blue work together in harmony
to create a relaxed and elegant feel,
combined with textured weaves in a
shimmering finish for a touch of luxury.
These elaborate curtains drape flawlessly
adding a glamorous finish to any room.

Dress your window with this classic cottage
look that combines silky jacquards with
textured weaves. Sumptuous blush tones
add luxurious warmth to your room.

FABRICS & DETAILING
FABRICS & DETAILING

Hollin Blush pinch pleat curtains
from £143

Otis Dove 6" pencil pleat curtain
from £134

Hampstead Matt Cream pole with ball finials
from £125

Rings shown in Satin Silver eyelet

Cushions shown in Hollin Blush,
Raffia Shell and Rydal Blush.

Mabel Sky roman blind
from £110
Cushions shown in Otis Dove, Mabel Sky and Otis Sky.
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order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Adventure
Time
Take your little one on an adventure with this
playful collection, featuring trains in an array of
colours which create a vibrant and exciting style
that will feed their imagination.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Newport Sky eyelet curtain
from £144
25mm modern brushed pole with stud finials
from £115
Beep Beep Charlie roller blind
from £57
Skandi Duck Egg armchair and footstool
£249.99

Magical
Charm
Create your own fairytale with this charming
collection of fairies, flowers and polka dots in
pretty pinks combined with hints of green for
a truly magical theme, perfect for your little
ones’ bedroom or playroom.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Savanna Baby Pink 3" pencil pleat curtain
with leading edge in Savanna Coral
from £174
25mm modern brushed pole with ball finials
from £143
Fairytale Daisy roller blind
from £57
Skandi Natural snuggle chair
£299.99
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order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Country Luxe
Subtle and versatile patterns inspired by natural
elements offer a clean, laid back look that can be
dressed up or down, whilst still keeping a feel of
understated elegance.
See page 22 for more information on our roman
blind range.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Malton Linen roman blind
from £113
Sandford large sofa shown in Linso Charcoal
Sandford collection from £249.99
Walton Snuggle shown in Gia Linen
Walton collection from £399.99
Cushions shown in Malton Linen,
Raffia Dove and Nicole Stripe.

Retro Revival
Reminiscent of those long summer days these floral motifs
combined with bright pops of colour will bring a hint of
sunshine to any room. This contemporary print works great
as a blind for your kitchen or living area, adding a touch of
vibrancy wherever it goes.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Pom Pom summer roller blind
from £50 (excludes cassette heading)

See page 23 for more information on our roller blind range.
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order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Tracks and
Poles
Raise the bar with Made to Measure tracks
and poles, the perfect way to accessorise your
home. From bay to straight, classic to modern
and simple to extravagant we have something
for everyone. Give an instant lift to your home
with our functional, tidy and flexible alternatives
which fit awkward spaces perfectly to ensure
your curtains close effortlessly every time.

Cushions
Add custom made cushions in a collection
of shapes and sizes. With options such as
contrast piping, you can mix or match them
to create a look totally unique to you.

Classic Opulence
Dress your home with this classic look combining
luxurious cut velvet patterns on textured backgrounds,
with rich sateen plains for a graceful elegant feel. High
quality finishes will add a luxurious yet comforting
touch to any room in your home.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Willow Dove triple pinch pleat curtain
from £169
Rings shown in Gun Metal.
Dorma Abbotsford chair shown in Darbie Linen
£599.99
Cushions shown in Willow Dove
and Georgia Royal.
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order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Fabrics
We Love
We’ve pulled together a few of our
favourites for this season, from textured
plains to printed patterns.
We have over 4,000 fabrics to choose
from, with a range of versatile shades and
vibrant tones it’s easy to mix and match
to reflect your personality and style.
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SEEN A FABRIC YOU LOVE?
HERE’S THE DETAIL…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Savanna Indigo
Medway Ivory
Pietra Pearl
Bowness Snow
Mabel Sky
Olea Fern
Savanna Heather
Kalahari Stripe
Sam Stripe
Hydrangea Heather
Meadow Blues

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Beatrix Cornflower
Kensington Dove Grey
Dovedale Blue
Sam Leaf
Keaton Linen
Henley Flax
Burley Silver
Persia Gold
Malton Linen
Linoso Buff

5

17

18
16
19
4

15

20
21

3

2
1

order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Roman Blinds
Add both style and warmth to any room with our roman
blinds. They are versatile to suit a range of windows
and can be made in any size and fabric. These blinds
hang flat and when pulled up they create a neat fold
providing a soft and relaxed feel in your room.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Bees roman blind
from £98
Cushions shown in Bees and Dove Grey Savanna

Roller Blinds
Choose
your lining
SELECT FROM OUR
COLLECTION OF OVER
5 LININGS TO SUIT YOU
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If you are looking for a simple but tasteful appearance you’ll fall in love
with our roller blinds. Offering a winning combination of practicality
and style, you can select from a wide collection of fabrics and designs.
Better yet control your blinds with a touch of a button when you
upgrade to our motorised option. Add on a finishing touch or two from
our selection of cassette headings and trims.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Botanica Forget Me Knot
from £73 (without the arch finish)

order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Venetian
Blinds
Choose from a selection of slat widths,
colours and materials. Our venetian blinds
are quick and easy to install, allowing you
to filter in daylight whilst maintaining your
privacy levels and view.

FABRICS & DETAILING
25mm metal venetian blind
Product code: 7872
from £56

Vertical
Blinds
Control the flow of light into your home
throughout the day. Our vertical blinds have
smooth operation and give a sleek and
modern look to your room. These blinds
are available in a range of fabric colours
and textures, made with precision to fit your
windows.
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FABRICS & DETAILING
Harmony Greystone vertical blind
from £56
Liberty corner in Harbour Silver
Liberty collection from £449.99
Cushions shown in Karina Grey, Zen Silver,
Kensington Silver and Zanzibar Grey.

order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Perfect Fit Blinds
Create a fuss free finish with our perfect fit blinds,
a fantastic choice for UPVC windows and doors.
Designed to fit snug to your window without the need
to drill any holes, these blinds look sleek, smart and
provide you with the full privacy you need.
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Shutters
FABRICS & DETAILING
Snow Nova Cellular Blackout blind
from £161
Aubrey Natural Check armchair
£199.99

Creating a stunning focal point both inside
and outside of your home. Our shutters add
another dimension of style to your room,
allowing you to control the light and privacy,
whilst providing added warmth and insulation.
We offer a variety of colours and slat widths so
you’ll be sure to find something to suit you.

FABRICS & DETAILING
Faux Wood tier on tier shutters
from £239 p/sqm*
Cushions shown in Camilla Grey and
Medway Earth.
* Excludes fitting charge



order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Your Made to Measure
Buying Guide

TIEBACKS
Enhance your curtains, with a choice of 6 tieback options to
choose from, you can create a style totally unique to you.

Use this helpful buying guide to view all of the options available to you
from our Made To Measure range.

CURTAIN HEADINGS

Plain

Eyelet

Contrast Piped

Self Piped

Piped with
Button

Plaited

The heading style you choose is vital when you are planning
your scheme. Here are our heading choices for you to consider.

CUSHIONS
Add the finishing touch to your room with a cushion or two,
available in all made to measure fabrics.
Pinch pleat suitable
for poles only

6" Pencil pleat suitable
for tracks & poles

3" Pencil pleat suitable
for tracks & poles

Eyelet suitable for
poles only

Tab top suitable for
poles only

Slot top suitable for
poles only

Bolster

Oblong
43 x 30cm

40cm (16")

45cm (18")

50cm (20")

60cm (24")

76cm (30")

CURTAIN SWAGS, TAILS & PELMETS
Add a touch of luxury to your window with pelmets in a variety of shapes and styles to suit your
taste, available in Buckram or Upholstered, with the option of swags and tails for added elegance.

HEADBOARDS
Rest easy knowing you’ve found your perfect headboard, with a choice of shapes,
sizes and fabrics to choose from. Available with and without buttons.

Square Pelmet
Available in Buckram
or Upholstered

Straight Pencil Pleat Valance
Available with a 6"
or 3" top gather

Box Pleat Valance
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Square Shaped Pelmet
Available in Buckram
or Upholstered

Pencil Pleat Shaped Valance
Available with a 6"
or 3" top gather

Swallow Pelmet
Available in Buckram
or Upholstered

Pinch Pleat Valance

Scallop Pelmet
Available in Buckram
or Upholstered

Boston Headboard

Countess Headboard

Lincoln Headboard

Senator Headboard

Duchess Headboard

Duke Headboard

Sunset Headboard

Windsor Headboard

Pinch Pleat Shaped Valance

Swags and Tails

order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Your Made to Measure
Buying Guide

VERTICAL BLINDS

VENETIAN BLINDS

Over 1,000 fabrics to choose from.

Faux Wood, Wooden and Metal finishes available.

Basic

Basic

ROMAN BLINDS
Over 3,000 fabrics to choose from.

ROLLER BLINDS
Roman straight

Roman Scalloped

Roman Pointed

PERFECT FIT BLINDS

Over 1,400 fabrics to choose from.

Classic

Beaded flower corsages: black,
chocolate,peacock, pearl, plum, & white

Flower corsages: white, cream,
brown & black

Provence

Eyelets round: brushed steel, brass, chrome,
white, black, walnut, oak, maple
Eyelets square: chrome

Quad

Coronet

Ritz

Arch

Temple

Colonial

Contrasting fabric bottom bar: any fabric
combination

Colonnade

Parapet

Matching fabric bottom bar: standard

Apex

Castille

Available in variety of fabrics and finishes.

Pleated

Cellular

Aluminium

Roller

SHUTTERS
Wooden, Faux Wood and Vinyl finishes available.

Café Style
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Full height

Tier on tier

Special shapes – examples (only available
in Wood and Faux Wood)

order in-store or @dunelm.com
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Discover
much more

Cushions shown in Barrington, Bowness Snow, Hydrangea,
Neve Duck Egg, Malton Topaz and Keaton Duck Egg.

IN-STORE AND
ONLINE
OVER 150 STORES
DUNELM.COM
ORDER IN-STORE
FOR HOME DELIVERY

Terms and conditions
*Our Made To Measure service is only available on fabric purchased from Dunelm. A Dunelm quotation is valid for a period of 28 days.
Please note: all curtain prices based on one pair of curtains 1170mm wide by 1370mm drop, lined with Easycare crease resistant lining. All roman blind prices quoted
based on 1 blind, 610 x 1370mm, lined with Easycare crease resistant lining. Shutter price is based on price per square metre. All roller blind prices quoted based on
610 x 1017mm. Metal venetian blind is quoted on 610 x 610mm. Wooden venetian blind is based on 610 x 610mm. All vertical blind prices quoted based on 610 x 1068mm.
All pole prices quoted based on the shortest pole available in each range. All perfect fit prices quoted based on 610 x 600mm. Prices quoted in August 2016, prices are
subject to change. All fabrics and materials quoted are based on the lowest price options available. All of the images in this brochure have been matched closely to the
actual fabrics, however these images should only be used as a guide to colour. All prices quoted exclude fitting charges.

